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Outlook

● The Pierre Auger Observatory: designed to detect charged UHECRs, is 
sensitive to photons from 1017 eV to highest energies (~1021eV)

● Hybrid and SD mode

● Largest exposure currently available: 

     → will reach ~ 105 km2 sr yr by 2023 (SD)

● UHE photons: diffuse searches

  → with hybrid data:                                           1018 - 1019 eV

  → with the surface detector data:                     >1019 eV

 with possible extension to lower energies         (E > 1018.5 eV) 

● Search for steady point sources                     1017.3-1018.5 eV 



  

UHE photons

Pierre Auger 
Observatory→ No alternative to EAS detection at ground

The questions

→ UHE astronomy?

→ CR spectrum cutoff
    from GZK or E

max
 

    at sources?

→ Test of fundamental 
     Physics (LIV)



  

How to recognize a photon EAS

Preshower: γ → e+e- 
In the geomagnetic field

→ Xmax

→ Muon content

→ Mostly EM showers
→ Minor photo-nuclear or muon pair priduction



  

Diffuse flux 1: 
 Search with Auger hybrid data



  

Observables for photon identification
Calorimetric energy rec.
almost mass independent 

FDFD
Maximum of the longitudinal profile  Xmax

                          → deeper Xmax

SDSD

Signal in the 
i-th station

Distance to the
Shower axis

Measure difference in normalisation and shape of
LDF:

→ smaller signal, steeper LDF



  

Define photon candidates

Candidate cut at the median of
MC photon distribution

→ Fisher discriminant analysis to combine
     the observables

→ Trained on MC simulations of protons and
     photons

→ E dependent exposure for photons:
     from detailed simulations of observational conditions



  

Diffuse flux 2: 
Search with Auger SD data 



  

Identifying photons with SD only

→ Use observables related to Xmax and muon content:

RR: radius of curvature t1/2t1/2: risetime at 1000 m 

→ Photon energy reconstructed using the signal at 1000 m
     scale different from 'usual' Auger one  
    [ ~ half decade higher] 

S(1000)

E
γ 
       ≠        E

h

MC               FD calib.



  

Risetime at 1000 mRisetime at 1000 m Radius of curvatureRadius of curvature

Define photon candidate for SD analysis

→ Use deviation from average photon R and
    t1/2 combined with principal component 
    analysis

→ PCA trained with a fraction of data
     (no use of hadron initiated EAS simulations) 
    
     candidate cut at the median of photon
     distribution  



  

Results on diffuse searches



  

Upper limits on diffuse fluxes of photons

Gelmini et al., 2008
Ellis et. al 2006

→ Top-down models highly disfavoured
→ Approaching the most optimistic predictions of cosmogenic photon fluxes

fraction          0.4%  0.5% 1.0% 2.6%      8.9%
limits                                                        2.0%     5.1%     31% 



  

 Cosmogenic photons and the future

Gelmini et al., 2008

B. Sarkar et al., 2011

At source:
E

max 
= 1021eV

     α = 2 

Conservative: projection of current analyses 
+ background rejection from 2016 on, due to 
upgrade of the detector (details to be defined)



  

To higher sensitivity

New HY and SD observables and new 
reconstruction method → reduce background
contamination and increase photon efficiency

Since June 2013 new SD trigger
designed to be more sensitive to
em signals in SD station, spread in time 

Potential extension of SD search down 
by half decade in energy 

N FC
(ncand)

A ϵrec ϵcand

Feldman-Cousins upper limit at 95% CL

Exposure (for SD from pure geometry)

Efficiency of trigger + quality cuts for photons
[to reconstruct separation var(s) and photon energy] 

Efficiency of the candidate cut (after rec) for photons
[= 0.5, a priori choice] 

If no photons, UL from:

preliminary

ε
tr
 = 0.95



  

 Cosmogenic photons and the future (2)

Gelmini et al., 2008

B. Sarkar et al., 2011

HIC SUNT LEONESHIC SUNT LEONES

Boundary due to exposure:
we cannot go below this level  by 2023



  

Search for point sources



  

Search for point sources

→ Idea: find fluxes of photons in a blind directional search

→ Needs large statistics: go to low energies
                                 Hybrid data, 1017.3-1018.5 eV
                                 Horizon: ~ hundreds Mpc (Milky Way, Local Group of galaxies)

→ Aim: look for steady sources of photons (possible sources of galactic EeV Crs)

→ Method: build a sample of data with reduced background level, search for excess
    flux in any direction  

AstronomyAstronomy



  

Event observables
Depth of the maximum 
ongitudinal development

Comparison with Greisen
longitudinal profile (pure em)

X max

EGr /EGH

χGr
2 /dof

Ratio between “early” and “late” 
signal in the highest S station

LDF related parameter (as in diffuse
searches)

X max

ShapeP

Sb

FDFD

SDSD



  

Multi Variate Analysis

Boosted
Decision 

Tree

→ Trained with simulations

→ Highest ranking observables:
                    Xmax, S

b

How to choose the optimal cut
For selection of “photon-like” events?
Look at the bkg. 



  

Building the data sample with reduced 
background 

Background map built with the
scrambling technique

Directional optimisation of
to maximise the expected sensitivity  

βcut



  

Sky map

Hybrid data: Jan 2005- Sept 2011
13,304 events selected
<E> = 1017.7 eV

*quality cuts released wrt Xmax
study 

p = Poisson probability of having a number of 
      observed events ≥ expected bkg

Lowest p observed → p
chance

 =36%

No significant excess identifedNo significant excess identifed



  

95% CL directional ULs on the photon flux

                                              Mean value:               0.035  [max 0.14]   photons km-2 yr-1  

Corresponding energy flux for E-2 spectrum:       0.06    [max 0.25]    eV cm-1 s-1

→ Targeted searches in progress 

ApJ, 789, 160 (2014)

Non transient
Sources.

-85º < δ < 20º



  

Auger searches for UHE photons
1017                                  1018                                     1019                                  E

γ
 [eV]

SD
HYBRID

DIRECTIONAL SEARCH
→ Galaxy and LG
→ blind search: no excess
→ targeted search to come

SEARCH FOR DIFFUSE FLUXES
→ no  detection, most stringent available ULs  

→ top down models largely disfavoured
→ close to most optimistic predictions for GZK fluxes 

+ E, Xmax  - limited exposure

+ exposure, LPM region
-  no direct access to Xmax, use related vars
+- different hadron/photon E scale

FUTURE:   
  → Enhanced sensitivity with new analysis, upgraded detector,
       accumulated exposure
  → If discovery: source pointing, GZK messengers
  → If no discovery: constraints on astrophysics scenarios
                               (source parameters, composition, ...) 



  

Backup



  

Zech method to determine the 
number of signal events n

s 
at a 

95% confidence level

(1-CL)

Details of directional search

Optimisation of the “photon-like” event selection:
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